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1. BSTWCT
This paper presents results from a study of
stieaming h~EG compressed video over the
pubHc Inteme& using the RTP and UDP
tianspoti protocok. TmTofie minute video
etips were h~EG coded at rates of 384 Kbps
and 1 l~ps. The resultant coded streams
were transmitted at their respective data
ra$esbe~een four sites in the United States
and Europa hIeasurements w’ere taken
be~een sites during aHhours of the day for
seveml weeks at a time to generate a clear
pictire of the time varying nature of Internet
errors. The paper concentrates on ne~ork
loss/error characteristics that specifica~y
affect the quali~ of the received ~~EG
compressed stieams. Due to the nature of
h~EG data streams, losses in certain pati of
the data stieam are more disturbing when
viewed than losses in other parts of the data
stieam. For instance, since N~EG video is
inter-fmme coded, artifacts due to netiork
loss/emors, can persist for many frames.
Thus, a meaningful measure of received
video qua~ty requires a more thorough
analysis of netiork errors than average error
rates. Our results include patterns of packet
lossover tim~ conditional packet 10SS
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probabfities, packet 10SSwith respect to
packet she, out of order packet reception,
and persistence of packet errors in ~EG
video. By examining the error characteristics
efiibited in real heterogeneous ne~orks
such as the public Internet, better error
recovery and concealment techniques can be
deveIoped.

1.1 Ke~ords
~EG, Streaming Video, htemet packet loss

2. ~TRODUCTION
Ne\v Internet connection technologies such as ADSL
modems, cable modems, and T] lines, coupled \vith the
ubiquity of the public htemet have increased the interest
in developing high-quality ktemet-based multimedia
applications such as multipoint video teleconferencing,
distance learning, and telemedicine. Key to the success of
such applications is the quality of the received video and
audio. Nemvork errors require the use of conceahnent
techniques to provide the video and audio quality
necessary for tie above applications to be }videly
accepted and used. Effective conceahnent techniques
must be driven by the types of nehvork errors and by the
artifacts these errors produce in the reconstructed
multimedia data streams. The goal of this paper is to
study the effects of nebvork errors encountered \vhen
using the public htemet for the transmission of ~EG
coded video streams. We concentrate on video because it
places the greatest demand on the nehvork in terms of
band~vidth, requirements for IOIVdelay, and susceptibili~
to errors. We present experimental results of transmission
of MPEG compressed video over the public Internet, at
3S4 Kbps and 1 Mbps, \vith over 1000 samples from four
geographically distributed sites.

Several international video compression standards exist,
~EG-1/2 [7], H.261/3, Motion-WEG ~@EG) [5], as
\vell as several proprietary streaming video solutions,
such as Real Video, Vivo Active and VDO. We have
chosen to study ~EG-1 compressed streams because
MPEG-I is an open standard and real-time hardtvare
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encoders and decoders can be purchased at a reasonable
price. n@EG-1 also offers the best video quah~ for the
bandwidth range (3S4 Kbps – 3.0 Mbps). This range is
important because the new Internet connection
technologies mentioned above fbnction in this range.

Two QTes of packet transport protocols can be used for
sending the compressed video over the hteme~ tie
Tmnsrnission Control Protocol ~CP) and the User
Dtigram Protocol @P). TCP, a retiable protocol,
-warantees delive~ of d] packets and in order, while
UDP does not guarantee delivery of packets or the
ordering of received packets [4]. UDP is the protocol
swd;ed in tils paper because it is more suitable for real-
time applications such as interactive video conferencing
since it has lower overhead and lower delay than TCP
transpo~ Also. the retransmission nature of TCP is
unsuitable for real-time data stieams, such as MPEG
video. It is the low-delay characteristic of UDP that
makes it suitable for real-time applications. However its
unreliable nature requires that care must be &en to
conce~ tie errors that are introduced due to packet losses.

Concealment techniques must be designed to take into
account both network error characteristics and the type of
coding scheme. Some video compression standards, such
as nIJPEG, use only intra-he coding, so errors in one
frame do not propagate to other ties and can be
concealed wifi fittle noticeable effect to a viewer. Other
stidards, such as MPEG and H.263 dso use inter-tie
coding, which can improve tie compression efficiency.
However, if a packet loss occurs in an MPEG video, tie
effect is much more noticeable, because it can persist for
many *es. For example, consider an MPEG video
sequence with I ties every 15 ties. If an emor
occurs w’hi~etransmitting tie I tie, the effect persists
for 15 ties, or 500 msec, which is quite noticeable to a
viewer. Therefore, the error characteristics of the network
and transport protocol over which the video is sent has a
large effect on the quality of the received video.

This paper gathers information in an attempt to gain an
understanding of how the public htemet differs from an
ided network and what effect those differences have on
the streaming of an n@EG video stream. Packet Ioss is
studied in several ways – absolute packet loss, conditional
packet loss. and packet 10SSrate overtime. Out of order
packet delivery, and the persistence of packet loss effec~
in n@EG video are dso discussed Video error
concealment techniques for displaying the Iossy video
bitstream with the best possible video qudlty are beyond
tie scope of this paper, but a thorough overview can be
found in 113]. It is hope~ however, that the results of this
paper will aid in developing ways to tiprove tie

reconstructed video both through error conceahnent
techniques that are applied at the decoder and by error
resilience techniques that are appfied at the encoder.

Section 3 describes the data gathering methods we
employed and the characteristics of the data streams used
in this study. Section 4 presents the results and
accompanying analysis. h section 5 we present
conclusions and ideas for future work.

3. DESCWTION OF DATA GATHEWG
~THODS
For this study we chose three sites, the Gertrude Stein
Repertory Theater in New York City, New York, the
University of Texas in Austin, Texas, and the Queen
Mary & Westield College in London, England. Each site
was connected to the public Internet and streamed data to
Bell Labs in Hohndel, New Jersey where the error
statistics were gathered. All sites had connections to the
ktemet with at least a 1.5 Mbps bandwidth, and used
PC’s running Windows NT 4.0. Two five-minute long
MPEG-I elementary video streams with data rates of 3S4
kbps (14.4 Mbytes) and 1 Mbps (37.6 Mbytes) were sent
using the Real-Time Protocol @TP) [11] on top of the
User Datagram Protocol UP). Other studies such as
Paxson [9] contain more sites (35), but Paxson’s results
were for buk file transfers of 100 Kbytes using TCP
transport. The higher data rates of video transmission
studied in this paper differentiate this work from the
analysis of audio transmission over the Internet by Bolot
[2].

For tils study, the 3S4 kbps and 1 Mbps streams were
each sent sequentially once per hour over the test period,
with at least 100 samples for each data rate and path
combination. Over 1000 total samples were sent in all, in
December 1997, and January and February 1998. The
large size and long time duration of the data streams
allows us to observe effec~ within the time period as well
as between time periods. As the state of the network
changes often, average readings over time are not as
usefil as are the “instantaneous” readings gathered in
these experiments. Both MPEG-1 video streams were
approximately 5 minutes long, were coded at 30 frames
per second, and were coded from live broadcasts of CNN.
The two ctips were of different material, but each
contained a refix of news broadcasts and commercials,
with many scene changes, and periods of slow moving
and fat moving content. An Optibase MovieMaker
board was used for the encoding. The MPEG parameters
were set for I fiarnes every 15 times @=15), and 2 B
ties behveen anchor frames, or an anchor frame every
3 ties @=3), for a GOP structure of
~BPBBPBBPBBPBB. The 384 kbps sequence used
QSE (176x 112 pixels), and the I Mbps sequence used
SE (352x240 pixels).

For the SF sequence, scene change detection with I
tie insertion was used. Unfortunately the Optibase
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Table 1. Statisticsfor 1 fi~ps Video

Frames Bytes Packets

number percent number percent number percent

I 628 6.96% 10142196 26.23% 9420 18.42%
P 2381 26.38% 16364412 42.32% 35715 69.82%
B 6018 66.67% 12164820 31.46% 6018 11.76%! 1 1

Toti 9027 38671428 51153

Table 2. Statisticsfor 384 kbps Video

Frames Bytes Packets

number percent number percent number percent

I 603 6.68% 4163464 27.75% 4221 15.59%

P 2405 26.64% 5941948 39.60% 16835 62.19%

B 6014 66.62% 4900632 32.66% 6014 22.22%I 1 I
Total 9022 I 15006044 27070

h!oviehlaker board did not offer this feature for QS~.
Therefore, in the S~ sequence, the actual distance
between I -es vtied based on tie content but never
exceeded 15 and the QSF sequence d~tance was fixed at
15. h the S~ sequence there were 62S I ties in the
9027 he sequence, for an average value of N = 14.37.

The NWEG data Tyas packed into variable sized RTP
packets, sent over ~P. The recommended header horn
the Internet Engineering Task Force RFC ‘RTP Payload
Format for h~EG1/T@EG2 Video” [q was used Each
packet contied a 20 byte header, which was made up of
16 bytes for the general RTP header, and a 4 byte ~EG
specific header. I and P ties were packed into
RTP packets such that each stice was in its own packet
The s~ce size in the video encoder was set to equrd one
entire ro!v of macroblocks. There were 22 macroblocks
per sfice for the SIF sequence md 11 macroblocb per
slice for the QS~ sequence. Sequence headers and GOP
headem were included in the same packet as the first slice
of the I tie which tiey preceded Picture headers were
incIuded in the same packet as the first sfice of the tie
they preceded Each entire B tie was packed into a
single RTP packe~ The rationale for this choice is
discussed in Section 4.3. For more information on the
statistics of the h@EG files, see Tables 1 and 2.

In trying to meet the target bit rate for transmission of tie
streaming video, 3S4 kbps or lhfips, after each packet
\vas sent the proa~ evaluated the total number of bytes
fiat had been sen~ and the toti time that had elapsed For
measurement purposes, we only counted the bitrate of the
h@EG-1 video and did not include the overhead for RTP
‘ad p. If the data rate was ahead of schedule, tie

program waited for an appropriate period of time before
sending the next packet. The program used a Windows
~ time tiction that was accurate to approximately 15
mi~iseconds.

4. E=E-NTAL MSULTS AND
DISCUSSION

4.1 Average Packet Loss
Thesimplest measure of network performance is average
packet loss rate. The average loss rates for all paths and
data rates are shown in Table 3 below. Because the
packets were of varying sizes rather than of fixed size, the
data byte loss rate differs slightly from the packet loss
rate. The effect of packet size on the packet loss rate is
discussed in Section C.

Table 3. AveragePacketand DataLoss Mtes

] Path Average Average I
Packet Loss Data Loss

I New York 1 ~ps I 7.123% I 6.625% I

I New York3S4 kbps I 3.031% I 13WI

1Texas 1 ~ps I 12.654% I 13.505% I

I Texas 384 kbps I 9.364% I 9.543% I

I London 1 ~ps I 5.694% I 5.581% I

London 3S4 kbps 5.236% 5.144%

It was also observed, as expected, that the average packet
loss rates were higher for the 1 ~ps case than for the
3S4 kbps case. The experiments were done using UDP,
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an metiable transport metho~ which does not reduce the
transmitted data rate in the presence of nehvork
congestion, as is done for TCP. It would be helpfil in ~
actual system to provide a means for backing off the data
rtite based on presence of network congestion such as the
Streaming Control Protocol (SCP) descnied in [3], or by
using information available in the Red Time Control
Protocol [12].

4.2 Packet Loss versus Tfie
Anotier simple network pefionnance measure is packet
10ssrate versus time. The packet 10ssrates of the various
connections change with time of day and with the day of
tie week. Unsurprisingly, higher loss rates were
observed during business hours and lower loss rates in tie
middle of tie nigh~ As an illustrative example, Fi=me 1
shows one wee~s wofi of data for the SE 1 hfips
transmission fiorn New York Chy to Hohndel. Figure 2

100%
9D%

SOY.

70%~ I

1126!3S IE7198 IE8198 IE9198 1130[98 1BI[98 ZI198
000 000 0:00 0:00 000 000 000

Fi~re 1.NewYork 1 ~~ps Packet10SSvs. time

DYO 20% 40% 6070 80% 100%

packet loss rate

Fi~re 3. Cumulativepacketloss
distributionfor 1 ~~ps

enlarges a single day’s worth of data from Figure 1, to
better illustrate the effect of time of day. The packet loss
rates ranged from 0.018°A to 100°/o for the 5 minute
samples, a result that is hidden if only the average packet
loss rate of 7.123% is considered. Each sample point on
the graphs is the average packet loss rate for the
transmission of each five minute long ~EG stream.

Figures 3 and 4 show the cumulative distribution of the
packet loss rates for all paths and data rates. There are
many sample points with close to zero packet loss rates,
but as Figure 1 indicates, many of those occur in the
middle of the nigh$ when there is virtually no other :
nehvork ~ffic. More interesting are the packet loss rates ~
up to about 25°/0,which accounts for 98.80/oof the New ~
York 384 kbps samples and for 86.6% of the Texas 1 ~
Mbps samples. These are the packet loss rates where the
use of error resilience and error conceahnent techniques is ~
especially necess~.
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4.3 Packet Loss ~’ersusPacket She and
Mgotithms for Ftig W Packets with
N~EG Data
me Internet Engineering Task Force’s MC RTP PqIoad
Forma for A@EG1/WEG2 Video[q provides
hformation about how h@EG data can be arranged into
~ packets. It allows for the possibilities that multiple
sxces maybeplaced in a single packe~ a single slice may
fi~l a single packe~ or a single sfice may be spfit into
mnItiple packets. How h~EG sfices are arranged into ~
pzckets affects the packet sizes, and packet sizes have an
efi%cton packet loss rates, as seen in Table 3 where the
average packet loss rates and dab byte loss rates differed
stightly because variable sized packets were used in the
exTenments. ~ls section discusses the exTerimentrd
resuks of the relationship between packet size and packet
loss rates, and suggests a method for filhng ~ packets
with h~EG dati

In general, a transmitted W packet is either received
entirely or lost entirely. However, packets larger than the
Ethernet h~a~imum Transfer Unit @~ size of 1500
b~les may be divided into bents [4]. If any of the
h~awents is lost during the network transmission then the
entire packet is 10SLIt is therefore exTected that packets
larger than tie h~ size will have a higher packet loss
mte than packets smaller than the h~ size.

At a given bitrate, smaller packet sizes translate into
higher packet transmission rates. This in turn affects the
packet Ioss rate. As shown in [S] and [12], ktemet
congestion is affected not only by bit rate capacity
cons~ins, but also by access consti~. h access
contined nehvork node is a node whose performance is
more sensitive to the number of packets it must handle
thm to the number of bits, i.e., a r~uter queue.
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Fi~re 3. lh~ps Packetsize distribution

k MPEG, predictive coding is used both within frames
and between ties. Within I frames, the DC
coefficients in a slice are predictively coded. Within P
md B *es, motion vectors within a slice are
predictively coded. The loss of a single macroblock
makes the rest of the data in the slice unusable. Also,
because MPEG video is predictively coded between
ties, the loss of data in I and P frames will propagate
and cause errors in later ties until a new I frame
arrives.

For our experiments, we chose to place entire B frames I
1

into a single packe~ because B frame slices are small, and I
it would be inefficient to pack B frame slices individually.
We also placed individual slices from I and P frames into
packets. Figures 5 and 6 show distributions of the packet
sizes, within 64 byte ranges, for the two ~EG files. The
packet sizes include the 20 byte RTP header, and are
shown separately for I, P and B frames.

These choices were made, in pm to provide a range of
slice sizes over which to gather da~ in order to explore
the relationship between packet size and packet loss rate.
The packet loss rate versus packet size relationship for the
various paths and the two data rates are shown in Figures
7 and S. Each point on the graphs is for a 12S byte range
of packet sizes.

The magnitude of the loss rates differed for the different
patis and data rates. However, for all of the paths and
data rates, there was a jump in the loss rate at the Mm
size of 1500, and again at size 3000. The increase in the
packet loss rate at the Mm size is expected because the
packet will be divided into two figments, either of which
may be IOSLand if either figment is lost the entire packet
is lost The 10SSrate increase for packets greater than one
MTU size was less than a doubling of the loss rate in all

o 1000 2000 3000 4000
Packet ~ze

Fi~re 6.384 kbps Packetshe distribution
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o 1000 2000 3000 4000
packetstie (~es)

~~g~re 7.1 ~~ps Packet stie VS.IOSS

For packets that rangea in size up to 1500 bytes however,
there were different characteristics for the two data rates.
For the 3S4 kbps case, the packet loss rate was Wily flat
over the size range below 1500 bytes. It is difficult to
comment on the shape of the loss rate curve over 1500
bytes because, as seen in Figure 5, there are relatively few
packets of that size in the 3S4 kbps case, so the results are
not .~tistically si=~ificant

For the 1 hfips case, however, the loss rate curve shows
the packet loss rate to be higher for smaller packets than
for larger packets in the range below 1500 bytes. A
possible explanation for this is that the test programs
maintained transmission at a constant data rate, regardess
of packet size, so if seved small packets were sent in a
row, more packets were sent within a given time period
increasin~ the packet mte- Because of the high packet
rate, a router queue in the path may have become access
constrained ana had to drop packets. ~Is condition had
less of an effect on the 3S4 kbps QSE =e because the
packet rate was always less than for the SF case.

~ese experimental results lea to the development of a
method for fil~ig the MPEG data into P packets.
Because the be=fiing of an hQEG shce must be
available to decode the end of a sfice, dividing a sfice into
multiple packes {or multiple figments) increases the risk
that the stice will be lost me R~ and ~P~ overhead
of 20 bjtes Fer packet makes sending small packets
inefficient Because of these reasons, it is better to place
an entire stice in a packet insteaa of dividing a sfice into
multiple packets. Even for tie case when a s~ce is larger
than an hfl~, because the loss rate increase is less than
double& it is appropriate to fit the entire sfice into a
s~gle packet~d ~IOW tie network to ti~ent h if

necess~.

Fitting mukiple sfices into a single packet will be
appropriate in some conditions ma not in others. men
the packet loss rate is higher for smrdler packets thrm

16%

14%

12%

2%

o 500 1000 1500 2000
packet sue (bfies)

Figure8.384 kbps Packetshe vs. loss

larger packets in the 0-1500 byte range, as in the 1 Mbps
cases, packets shoula be filled with as many slices as
woula fit into an Mm. However, when the packet loss
mte is the same for all packet sizes in the 0-1500 byte
range, each slice should be placed into its own packet. In
this case, the slice loss mte will be identical if two slices
were in separate packets or in the same packe~ but
separating the slices into sepamte packets increases the
chances that the missing slices will not be neighbors of
one another. ~is would improve the ability of spatial
error conceahnent techniques to conceal the slice errors.

An alternative to this method is for a video encoaer to
start a new sfice whenever the Mm fills, as MPEG
syntax allows. However, we are unaware of any
commercially available MPEG encoders that allow this
option.

4.4 Persistence of packet loss effect in ~EG
frames
~ MPEG compressed video, there are three frame types:
htra-coded (Q -es, Predictively codes ~) frames, and
Bi-dwectionally coded @) fimes. Packet losses that
cause errors in I ties and P ties will be propagated
until the next I tie. Errors in B frames do not
propagate because B frames are not used in predictions of
other fies.

Much of the literature in error conceaknent in the
presence of packet loss is for Am cell losses. Am
cells are small compared with P packets – if Am cell
are IOSLonly one or a few macroblocks are lost [1]. ~is
leads to different types of conceaknent techniques than
the losses experienced for video over P as in this
experiment where an entire’ slice or an entire frame is
lost. For the lost B frames, the simplest methoa of
conceaknent is to replay a neighboring frame. For lost
sfices in I and P ~es, the type of concealment to use is
less obvious.
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It is usefil to have a measurement of how the P packet
loss affects tie qu~lty of the viewed video. ~ is an
obvious measure of video quafity, but to measure ~
accurately an error conceaknent method must be used.
Developing new error concealment tectilques or
comparing the quality of existing schemes is beyond the
scope of tils paper.

h tils paper, instead of using S~ we define a tie
err5r state measure. For each received -e, it is
determined whether or not a lost packet tiects that frame.
me 15stpacket could have been from the current -e,
or fi5m a frame that the current he is predicted from.
me tie err5r state measure has hvo levels – in error or
not in error – no addhional weight is given to mukiple
errors in a me.

me experimental results for error state measurement may
be slightly overstated since the measure was based ody
5n the &ae ~Tes. All P &es tier an I *e in error
would ~so be considered in error, until the arrival of the
nexl I he, rather than attempting to confirm through
use of moti5n vectors and macrobIock coding types that
the earlier tie error actually did affect the following
&me. lVe be~eve the effect of tiis simplification on the
aww~cy of the restits to be smrdl as entire sfices are lost
when an ~ packet is IOSL rather than individual
macroblocks, and it seems uncommon that an entire stice
would not be used in the next tie’s prediction. Ako,
scene change detection with I frame insertion was used in
tie enc5ding, so it is not expected that a P tie would
have large numbers of intra coded blocks, which would
limit tie persistence of an error.

Figure 9 shows the relationship between the packet loss
=te and the tie error mte for the New York Chy

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

-me error rate

Fi~_re 10. Cumulative frame error

rated~stributionfor1 NIpbs

Oyo 20~o 40% 60% 80% 10oyo
packet loss %

Figure9. Packet Iosseffect on frame error rate

1 ~ps case. All of the experimental paths and data rates
had very simflar relationships. Each sample point on the
graph is the average for a 5 minute ~EG file trans-
mission.

~Is tie error state measure indicates the difficulty of
sending ~EG over a Iossy nemork. SmaU packet loss
rates translate into much higher frame error rates, for
example a 3V0packet loss percentage could translate into
a 30% tie error. mere area few outlying points on the
graph where the be error rate is not dramatically
higher than the packet loss rate, for example tie point
where a 60°Apacket loss causes a 610/. frame error rate.
~ese outlying cases occur when the packet losses were
not distributed over the 5 minute sample period but
instead were concentrated within a portion of the 5
minute period.

100%
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Fi=wes 10 and 11 show the cumulative distributions of
the frame error rate for dl paths and data rates, analogous
to the packet loss distributions in Fi.-es 3 and 4. Frame
error rates of less than 10°/0occurred in only 33°/0of the
Texas 1 hfips samples, and in 72% of the London 384
kbps samples.

4.5 Conditional Probabfi@ of packet loss
Packet loss is not independency distriiutet insteat
packet losses tend to occur in bursts. One way to measure
burst packet losses is to count the number of consecutive
packet losses. However, a situation where every other
packet is lost has high packet 10SScorrelation but wi~
only have burst len=ds of one. So instead of burst length
we compute a measure of conditional probab~l~, which
is the proba~ltity that packet n+k is 10SL given than
packet n was 10s; as in [10].

Fiawe 12 shows condition probability curves for
several samples with ovedl packet 10ss rates ranging
from 1.5% to 21.1%. Each curve is for data withii a 5-
minute tismission smple, rather than between the
smples, because of the one-hour gap between samples.

The conditional probability curve shapes were related to
the ovemll packet 10ss rates of that sample. The curves
tended to be most steep for low ovetil loss rates and
relatively fiat for higher overall loss rates. ~Is means
tiat packet losses were more correlated for low oved
packet loss rates than for high packet loss rates. All of the
curves had the highest condition probabxfity correlation
at one packet distance, and the condition probabtities
generally ~=durdly decreased towards rates stillar to
their ovedl average loss rates at greater packet distances.
Even in the steepest curves, however, the condition
probabili~ at a distance of one was less than 50Y0,
indicating that a m~ori~ of packet losses had a burst
len=ti of one, as seen in [2].

4.6 Out of Order Packets
Because of changes in routing paths, ~P packets may
arrive in a different order than that in which they were
sent Table 4 indicates the average percentage of all sent
packets that either arrived out of order, never arrived, or
arrived in order. Consider an example where packets
arrive in the order: 1 2 4 3 5. Packet number 3 is
considered to have been received out of order.

Table 4. Out of Order Packet Rates

Path out of Lost Packet h Order
Order Rate Arrivals

Packet Rate Packet Rate

Wc Sm 6.095% 7.123% 85.93%

Wc QSE 2.215% 3.031% 94.75%

Texas SF 15.416% 12.654% 71.93%

Texas QSF 10.005% 9.364% 80.63%

London SE 3.252% 5.692% 91.06%

London QS~ 1.746% 5.726% 93.02%

Packets that arrive out of order can reduce the quality of
the received video, if means are not taken to re-order the
packets before decoding. Re-ordering the packets
requires buffering the data prior to decoding. The packet
loss rates discussed in Sections A-D were calculated
assuming an infinite packet buffer – a packet was counted
as received if it ever arrived. But for a data packet to be
usefil, it has to arrive in time for it to be decoded and
displayed. A decoder buffer can be used to allow time for
late packet arrivals, but using a buffer adds to the delay in
viewing the video, which is a problem for certain
applications. The choice of the size of the buffer has a
great effect on the received video quali~. If a buffer size
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is chosen that is too smrdl to adequately ded with late

P~~ke~t a late packet effecti~’elybecomes a lost packet
Effectively losing packets in this manner has the same
dramatic effect on video frame error rates as seen for lost
psckets in section D.

Fiawes 13 and 14 show the percentage of all sent packets
thzt were received out of order, with various packet
number delays. These indicate how large a packet buffer
is needed to avoid losing that percentage of packets. As
sho~imin the fi=mes, a majority of the out of order delays
are only by a single packet A single packet buffer could
reduce the number of late packets due to out of order
arrival in the Texas 3S4 kbps case horn 10.5% of au
transmitted packets to 4.7Y0. A five packet buffer could
reduce it to 0.32Y0. Network jitter, or varying delays in
packet ti17al times. even if they do not arrive out of
order, wouId dso effect the buffer sizes and delays, but is
not ~ddressed in tils paper.

Like he lost packet rate, the out of order packet rate
vtied with time of day. During the middle of the nigh<
there were almost no out of order packets. There was no
direct correlation behveen loss packet rates and out of
order packet rates however. They both tended to be near
zero at tie same time, but they did not have peaks at the
sme times. When the packet 10ssrate was 100°A,there
t~ere no out of order packets receive~ as no packets \vere
received. One wouId expect lost packets when the
nenvork was overloaded with dati One would expect

Facket route ch~ges, ~d hence out of order packets,
Ivhen there is a varid]e le~~elof ofier ac~~ty on tie
network that would affect the calculation of shortest
routing path. The tmce route path from New York to
Holrndel, NJ had 13 hops, from Texas it varied between
21 and 22 hops, and from London it had IS hops.

I
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5. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented experimental results of transmission
of MPEG compressed video over the public hteme~ at
384 Kbps and 1 Mbps, with over 1000 samples from four
geographically distributed sites. We studied how m
transmission differs from an ideal nemor~ and how those
differences affect received video quality. In future work
\ve will use the experimental results to design systems
with error conceahnent and improved error resilience
techniques for better reconstructed MPEG video quality.

Packet loss rates }vere presented in several forms.
Average packet loss rates varied from 3.0% to 13.5% for
the three paths and two data rates. However packet loss
rates over the 5-minute samples varied greatly from the
average rates over time, witi 10ssrates from O“Ato 100°/0,
with greater loss rates during periods of high network
activity. Knowledge of the typical range of packet loss
rate allows one designing error concealment techniques to
target the appropriate error range of interest.

Because MPEG compression has a great deal of temporal
and spatial dependency, packet loss effects persisted for
many hes, and packet loss rates as low as 3°/0

translated into tie error rates as high as 30Y0. This
underscores the necessity of using error concealment
antior error resiliency techniques at the encoder when
sending MPEG video over the public htemet.

Packet loss rates varied with packet size, with a jump in
packet loss rate in packets larger than the Ethernet Mm
size of 1500 bytes. A method was suggested for filling 1P
packets with MPEG data based upon the experimental
results.

Packet losses were not independently distributed, and
instead sho~ved an increased conditional probability of
packet loss in the vicinity of other packet losses.

o 5 10 15 20

#ofpacke~

Fi~re 14.384 kbps Out of Order delay
in packets
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UDP transmission resulted in significant numbers of out
of order packet arrivals, Ivith average rates ranging from
1.75% to 12.65?6 of the sent packets for the three paths
and nvo data mtes. A majority of the out of order arriv~
\vere delayed by a single packeL The exTerirnentrd out of
order packet arrival rates aid in choosing a decoder buffer
size.
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